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MR. WILLIAMS: Oh, no, no, no … don’t touch it! It will hurt if it moves.   

PAUL ARNSTEIN: Well, let me see how much you can move it on your own before the 
pain becomes intolerable. Hmm…you can barely move it. 

MR. WILLIAMS: (Sighs) Well, that’s the best I can do right now.  

PAUL ARNSTEIN: 
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its intensity. The written or digital display of these scales typically have anchors of “No 
pain” on the left and “Worst pain” on the right. Proper use requires correctly identifying 
the meaning of the anchors representing the range of acceptable responses. Some 
scales, like the FACES Scale, require the professional to explain the meaning of each 
response option to get an accurate measure.    

KRISTIN COLSON: Oh, so the FACES is not a scale reflecting the patient’s facial 
expression?  

PAUL ARNSTEIN: No. The FACES Scale measures a patient’s self-report of intensity 
of their discomfort 
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the right knee.” For continuity of care, I would discuss with colleagues whether the 
Simple Descriptive Scale or Functional Pain Scale was the most easy and meaningful 
one to use for this patient.  

KRISTIN COLSON: Great, I think we’ve all learned a lot from today’s conversation. 
Again, thank you Paul for joining us today. In the next episode of this three-part series, 
we will be discussing the importance of assessing harm and the risks for adverse 
outcomes related to pain treatment for patients with co-morbidities. See you next time!  
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